REFERENCES:
1) "EXISTING CONDITIONS; PLAT OF LAND; FOR; TOWN OF LEE; LEE, N.H.; STRAFFORD COUNTY" DATED: AUGUST 2007 BY LANDRY SURVEYING, LLC

2) "PLAN OF LAND; OF; THE LEE CHURCH, CONGREGATIONAL, INC.; IN; LEE, NEW HAMPSHIRE!" DATED: 1 MARCH 1985 BY LECLERC STOWELL ASSOCIATES

3) "BOUNDARY PLAN; FOR THREE SWALLOW PROPERTIES L.L.C.; N.H. ROUTE 155 (a/k/a MAST ROAD); LEE, NH; TAX MAP 11, LOT 6-2" DATED: AUGUST 7, 2015 BY: BERRY SURVEYING & ENGINEERING

4) "A SURVEY AND PLAT OF A; CONSERVATION EASEMENT PLAN; PREPARED FOR; THE TOWN OF LEE, N.H.; AND SITUATED IN THE TOWN OF LEE, N.H." DATED: 14 OCTOBER 2005 BY RSL LAYOUT & DESIGN, INC.

5) "LEE, NEW HAMPSHIRE PROPERTY MAP; SHEET 11" "THIS MAP IS FOR ASSESSMENT PURPOSES ONLY.; IT IS NOT INTENDED TO REPRESENT LEGAL DESCRIPTION OR CONVEYANCE."

NOTES:
1) THE CEMETERY IS DRAWN AT 41.1 FT X 36.5 FT, THE MINIMUM CIRCUMSCRIBED RECTANGLE AROUND THE EXISTING FENCE. THE BORDER IS DRAWN AT A 25 FT OFFSET.

2) THE SIZE, ORIENTATION, AND LOCATION OF THE CEMETERY WAS SCALED FROM REFERENCE 1 AND CONFIRMED BY FIBERGLASS TAPE MEASUREMENTS ON THE GROUND AND VISUAL SIGHT LINES TO EXISTING FEATURES. OTHER DETAILS WERE SCALED FROM REFERENCES 1 AND 2.

3) BOUNDARY OF THE TOWN OF LEE PARCEL, TAX MAP 11, LOT 6-1, IS FROM REFERENCE 1.

4) BOUNDARY OF THE LEE CHURCH, CONGREGATIONAL, INC. PARCEL, TAX MAP 11, LOT 6-0, IS FROM REFERENCE 2 EXCEPT AS INDICATED.

5) EDGE OF SURFACE WATER IS APPROXIMATE. REFERENCES DISAGREE. OWNERSHIP OF SPRUCE HOLE NOT KNOWN.

PREPARED BY: JOHN TAPPAN, 16 MAY 2017